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2018 Oregon SHAPE
I’m from JERSEY!!!

How you Doin'?
Differences between Oregon and NJ
“BEWARE OF ATTACK FERRET”
50 Million Strong By 2029

What Is IT?
50 Million Strong By 2029

HOW DO WE GET THERE??
MORAL COURAGE

Moral Courage is about doing the right thing, regardless of the consequences.
Moral Courage in our Profession

Accepting that all children are **IN NEED** of your:

PASSION

TIME

COMMITMENT
Moral Courage

- Moves our profession forward
- Convinces others of our value
- Allows for us to reflect
- Permits us to act ethically on behalf of all students
What is the major concern you have for your program? Moral Courage is the *Cure*
Why is it so hard?

We believe:

◦ in maintaining strong relationships without conflict with others

◦ it takes too much time and emotion that we don’t have to spare

◦ that challenging the status quo means *unleashing a storm*
Why MUST we do this?

We believe:

• In protecting the **integrity** of our profession
• In protecting all students from ridicule or embarrassment in PE class
• That all students **deserve** to be successful in PE regardless of confidence or skill
• That all educators have a **responsibility** to be child-advocates
Remember to Celebrate

- We spend 90% of our energy on the 10% of people and situations that are going all wrong
- Take time to **celebrate** your outstanding achievements and share them with others.
- Be visible, thoughtful and helpful
Chris Boyd
Principal of Pacific Crest Middle School
Making a difference in the lives of children is about your beliefs
Be committed today to do something to change just one child’s life
@Mark_Sanborn

“The only thing more powerful than knowing what to do is doing it.”
www.shapeamerica.org

@jlobianc

Voxer, Twitter

jlobianco@Livingston.org
THANK YOU FOR ALL YOU ARE DOING!!

@jlobianc